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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

 
Improved  conditions  in  the  region  of  Ituri,  Democratic  Republic  of  the  Congo  (DRC),  are
extremely fragile and require continued international attention.  It is premature to believe that the
threat of violence around the town of Bunia has been fully removed.   A medium-term approach
should guide intervention in Ituri, to ensure that it does not fall off the public policy radar screen
due to the departure of the Interim Emergency Multinational Force (IEMF) and the distraction of
other crises on the continent.  

The military engagement of the first EU peacekeeping force outside the European continent must
be followed up by a combined diplomatic and humanitarian engagement in the affected region in
order  to  consolidate  the  gains  of  Operation  Artemis.   Concerted  international  action  –  to
strengthen the UN presence, help re-install  legal  and judicial  systems, implement  demobilisation
programmes, revitalise local economies and help with the process of reconciliation – is urgently
needed to help resolve the ongoing crisis in Ituri. 

For the first time in decades, there are prospects for an ethnically integrated Congolese army, a
reasonable if imperfect broad-based transitional government and an end to the de facto partition of
the Congo by warring factions.  However, the success of the peace process at the national level
depends on the simultaneous success of peace processes at the local level in areas such as Ituri.
Indeed, the situation in Ituri threatens to derail the chances of a unified DRC.  The international
community,  therefore,  needs  to  support  the  harmonisation  of  national  and  local  level  peace
processes.

The potential for further conflict should not be underestimated. The IEMF has restored a relative
calm in Bunia, but much of the town is deserted, and in the rest of Ituri massacres have continued
during the past three months. Underlying causes of the conflict, such as land issues and the control
of  mineral  resources,  remain  potentially  destabilising  factors  in  the  region.   Moreover,  some
members of the Hema and Lendu communities continue to support campaigns of ethnic cleansing. 

There is now, however, a better chance for peace than there has been for years.  The Ugandan
army has left, a stronger peacekeeping force is being deployed with a mandate for the whole of
Ituri, and an ethnically balanced local authority has begun working in Bunia. The DRC at last has a
broad-based  Transitional  National  Government  (TNG),  creating  the  prospect  of  an  integrated
army, combining the former government army with former rebel forces. There should in future be
a chance of enrolling some Ituri militiamen into the new national army. 

MONUC Task Force II should prioritise cutting off supplies of arms. Airspace surveillance by the
IEMF  has  so  far  had  the  effect  of  cutting  off  supplies  from  Rwanda  to  the  UPC.  While  this
surveillance is probably positive it urgently needs to be balanced with controls on the Ugandan
border, particularly on the few roads that vehicles can use from the border and from Lake Albert. 

There is currently no effective police force anywhere in Ituri. Nor are there functioning prisons or
magistrates. The government, MONUC (United Nations Organisation Mission in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo) and the IIA need to coordinate to establish a legal, judicial and policing
system. MONUC should plan to mount joint patrols with Congolese police. 

MONUC needs a widespread deployment to prevent further massacres. The Ituri militias are very
lightly armed,  relative  to MONUC’s  armoured vehicles  and firepower,  and the  main  danger to
peacekeepers will probably be guerrilla warfare. Good communications with the local people will be
the key to MONUC’s success, and could avert many incidents.  The mission contingent  is non-
French  speaking  and  therefore  needs  to  speed  up  recruitment  and  training  of  guides  and
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interpreters.

The question of what to do with ex-combatants and militiamen is the most serious one MONUC
faces.  MONUC has two options: to seek the integration of armed elements into a national army
and to support disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration (DDR) of combatants. There will be
limits  to  how many  combatants  the  central  government  will  want  to  enrol.  The  international
community could do much to support the peace process by helping to foster alternative livelihoods
for militia fighters. This is likely to prove the most persuasive incentive for combatants to abandon
rebel life.  Currently the MONUC does not have a mandate to assist the ‘reintegration’ of these
fighters into civilian life, with the possible exception of child combatants. MONUC may need this
mandate,  but what is critically  needed is more international  NGO presence in Ituri to support
peace-building initiatives, particularly for the reintegration of combatants.

The deployment of an integrated force of the national army in Ituri is unavoidable in the long term,
if the district is to remain part of the DRC. With careful planning and coordination with MONUC,
some  deployment  of  the  integrated  army  would  be  positive,  and  may  be  necessary  for  a
recruitment  of  hard-core  combatants.  MONUC  must  begin  planning  for  this  eventuality.
International support to the national army would speed up the fulfilment of MONUC’s mandate.

CONFLICT INDICATORS

Conflicts have broken out periodically between Lendu and Hema (1973, 1990, 1997).  However,
none of these episodes compares with the wave of violence that erupted in Djugu territory in June
1999. A number of factors turned a land dispute into an ethnic war.

Root Causes 

Ethnic inequality

The first major outbreak of violence in the current war started in 1999 in the territory of the
Lendu Pitsi, where the Belgian colonists had left the most plantations and ranches, which the Hema
had  taken  over.  The  Lendu  (the  more  numerous  tribe,  population  between  750,000  and  one
million) had a reputation as a warlike people, and resisted colonisation. The Hema, whose numbers
range  from  300,000  to  400,000,  found  more  favour  with  the  colonists,  and  benefited  from
educational and business opportunities. After independence, the Hema were well placed to take
over plantations left by the settlers. They expanded their grazing by enlisting the support of the
authorities  and influencing judges.   However,  since 1999,  exactions,  massacres and fundamental
violations of human rights have been committed by all sides of the conflict.

The social fabric has been ripped apart by economic predation, high intensity violence, and extreme
tension felt by all communities. The Hema were placed in the majority of posts open to Africans
during the Belgian period. This trend continued under Mobutu. Several observers commented that
the Hema employed the Lendu as servants and that for the Hema, the Lendu were regarded almost
synonymously  with  slaves  or  inferiors.  An Alur businessman in  Bunia  could  think  of  numerous
Hema, but only one Lendu who had become a big businessman. Hema often comment that it was
they, not the Lendu, who built the towns in Djugu and Irumu. 

After the fighting in Bunia in May, a number of local observers commented that it had been like a
revolution, with poor people from the villages, mainly Lendu, pillaging houses of rich people in Bunia
that are mainly owned by the Hema.  The pillaging has not been one sided as Hema have also
pillaged  other  communities,  but  the  fact  that  the  rich  have  often  lost  out  has  added  a  social
dimension, and may well make restitution harder.
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Clearly there has been a murderous hatred that  has built  up inside many of  Ituri’s  inhabitants.
Whether this amounts to a genocidal ideology is far from clear, but there are some signs that this
may be the case. Some Lendu supporters, for example, have scrawled slogans of hatred on walls in
towns like Drodro and Fataki such as, ‘Don’t joke with the Lendu’ and ‘Hema are rich but they are
imbeciles’. It is worrying that, apart from these populist expressions, ethnic hatred is also present
among more educated Iturians. In one instance, a candidate (neither Hema nor Lendu) for a post
with an international peace and reconciliation agency explained that his solution to the problems in
Ituri would be to ‘eliminate  the Hema’.1 It  is important  to stress that the systematic  exactions
committed  by  members  of  the  UPC  in  October  2002  and  May  2003  have  contributed  in
engendering hatred toward the entire Hema community.2

Land Issues

The traditionally  agriculturalist  Lendu and traditionally  pastoralist  Hema communities  share the
Djugu and Irumu territories of Ituri, which are some of the most fertile and resource-rich highlands
in the DRC.  Djugu and Irumu are also two of the most densely populated territories in the DRC.3

It may be no coincidence, therefore, that these areas have been the scene of ethnic conflict since
1999, which has been largely absent,  or far less intense,  between Congolese in the rest of the
country. 

There is a correlation between violence trends in the region and the attitudes of customary chiefs
within  them.  The  principal  customary  chief  of  the  Lendu  Pitsi,  the  northern  clan  around
Kpandroma, allegedly supports the war, while the principal chiefs of the Lendu Tatsi and the Ngiti,
in southern Djugu and Irumu, are said to be moderates.  However, local sources indicate that the
attitude  of  the  principal  chief  of  the  Lendu  Jatsi,  located  around  Mongbwalu,  is  ‘unclear’.  This
corresponds with the pattern of violence. 

A spokesman for the FNI, the Nationalist Integrationist Front, declared in August that the war in
Ituri  was  no  longer  about  land.   This  statement  supports  the impression  that  the  Lendu  have
expelled the Hema from many areas.  However, the same spokesman also said that he did not
believe the Lendu had occupied any land that did not belong to them.  It is commonplace among
Lendu and other communities that the Hema are nomads and therefore have no ancestral land.
While the legal situation is certainly different, this perception will make restitution very difficult. 

State Collapse Leading to Regional Interference

Collapse of state authority in Eastern Congo rendered these regions vulnerable to incursions from
neighbouring countries. The rebellions of 1996 and 1998, and the Ugandan occupation (from 1998
on) in support of the rebels have also played a crucial role in exacerbating conflict.4 In the past four
years,  six different  Congolese  rebel  groups have ruled Bunia,  capital  of  Ituri  district.  Each was
installed with Ugandan support,  and lost power when that support was removed. The Ugandan
presence led to an alliance between certain Hema and Ugandan military. The Hema are numerous
and influential in Uganda and many Hema identified with the Ugandan military and businessmen who
aimed to profit from the occupation. 

From 1999, the Ugandan military and other prominent Congolese rebel movements have armed
both sides in this ethnic war. The Rwandan and DRC governments have also furnished arms and
ammunitions to different communities.  The tensions  between Rwanda and Uganda have further
aggravated  the  crisis,  with  increasing  support  for  militia  allies  in  function  of  their  political  and

1 Interviews Bunia, August 2003
2 For further information see “Ituri: Covered in blood” (Human Rights Watch report July 2003, vol 15 no 11)
3 This assessment is based on the figures compiled in the 1984 census for the Democratic Republic of Congo, former
Zaire. 
4 It should also be noted that during the second Ugandan/Rwandan invasion in 1998, the embattled Kinshasa regime began
to broadcast hate messages against the Hema and Tutsi.
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economic interests.5

Impunity  

The collapse of state authority also means the collapse of formal judicial mechanisms to regulate
conflict between individuals, villages and communities.  The judicial system is either non-existent or
unaccountable to any authority or the population.  Justice is done arbitrarily, fluctuating between
revenge and impunity.  

Economic Motives 

Attacks are often driven by the possibility of plundering cattle. Several sources report that following
these attacks, large herds of cattle are driven north to Kpandroma to be sold in Uganda, or south
to  Beni.   The  profits  are  said  to  go  to  a  ‘Cattle  Committee’,  to  be  reinvested  in  arms  and
ammunition. 

Oil as a motive for war has also played a role in worsening the conflict.  Chief Kawa Mandro of the
Party for Unity and Safeguard of the Integrity of Congo (PUSIC) recently held meetings with Libyan
President Muammar Ghadaffi  to discuss potential  oil exploration in the Semliki valley, near Lake
Albert, in Kawa territory. Ghadaffi also met President Kabila to discuss Libyan investment in the oil
sector in  February.  The UPC has attempted  to  tie  oil  exploitation  to the  massacres,  issuing a
statement in March that there was ‘a strange similarity between the oil map of Lake Albert region
and the massacre map’.6

Ituri’s  main  towns  are  natural  targets  for  plunder.  Bunia  has  been  repeatedly  pillaged,  and
businessmen  from  rival  communities  expelled.  Attempts  by  one  community  or  the  other  to
dominate Bunia have usually resulted in further conflict. Other towns, such as Nyakunde, Fataki and
Mahagi  that  have not  benefited  from the  protection  of  an international  force,  are  now largely
deserted. The frontier posts of Aru and Mahagi have been key prizes during the war, changing hands
several times. The forces controlling them since the war started have been sharing the profits from
customs  duties  with  Ugandan  supporters  and  with  businessmen  of  the  Alur  tribe,  who  are
influential on both sides of the border.

Conflict has intensified at times when control of the rich gold mining areas around Mongbwalu has
been  disputed.   Currently  these  areas  are  under  the  joint  control  of  the  Ugandan  backed
Revolutionary Front for Ituri (FRPI) and the Popular Armed Forces for the Congo (FAPC) militias.
The FRPI are predominantly Lendu as is the population around Mongbwalu.  Without a challenge
from parties outside Ituri, such as former rebel leaders Mbusa Nyamwisi and Roger Lumbala, the
FRPI and FAPC can probably fend off the other militias.7

Proximate Causes

Availability of Weapons and Soldiers

The  recruitment  of  soldiers  and  arms  supplies  continues,  despite  statements  by  all  the  militia
leaders.  Recruitment centres have been set up in the territory of Kurumu by the FAPC. Similarly,
informal  recruitment  centres  for  FRPI  soldiers  have  been  detected.   PUSIC  forces  have  been
recruiting from Uganda, and there is no information available on the current recruitment by the
Union of Congolese Patriots (UPC). Arms supplies continue as demonstrated by the seizure of an
Antonov loaded with arms and munitions at the Beni airport on July 20th.  The cargo was destined

5 For an interesting analysis of Rwandan-Ugandan tensions see Leloup, Bernard in Annuaire des Grands Lacs. University of
Antwerp, 2002. 
6 “Shifting Sands: Oil Exploration in the Rift Valley and the Congo Conflict”. A Pole Institute Report by Dominic Johnson.
Pole Institute, Goma, RD Congo. Website: www.pole-institute.org 
7 As of now, both Nyamwisi and Lumbala have been accommodated into the integrated Kinshasa government.  
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for the airport of Aru, in FAPC territory. 

Continued Violence and Insecurity 

In Bunia, despite the improved security situation, assassinations, banditry, rape and other criminal
acts continue. The rule of law is virtually non-existent in the town itself, Ituri district and in most of
the eastern DRC.  An IEMF officer stated “If we kill a militiamen we take him to the morgue, if we
wound him we bring him to Medecins Sans Frontieres, if we capture him we let him go.” The
Interim Administration  has no mechanism to assure security,  or  as a local  human rights  NGO
stated:  ‘It is difficult for those without arms to govern those with arms.’8 The town is too risky for
different groups to circulate freely.  The Lendu and other communities mainly inhabit the south,
while the North is principally Hema.  

Dissatisfaction and Fear

In Kobu and Lipri, two big militia bases where many combatants and Lendu who have lost their
homes have regrouped, there appears to be a growing dissatisfaction with the war. Nonetheless,
many people continue to support the militia commanders.  According to local sources, many at
Kobu and Lipri had lost their homes in previous attacks, and still  felt insecure. Others felt they
would be killed if they spoke out against the war openly, although some did so privately.  There are
a large number of locals who also fear that a number of the militia commanders who prepare drugs
given to the combatants before battle have magical powers.

Triggers 

Controversial Arrests

The violence in mid-1999 is said to have been triggered by the unsuccessful intervention of a local
official at a concession near Fataki, where he apparently failed to allay villagers’ fears that they might
be evicted. After some minor disturbances, the Ugandan army arrested a local Lendu Pitsi chief and
incarcerated him in a refrigerated container. The chief survived but uproar followed. 

In 2002, the arrest of Thomas Lubanga, leader of the UPC and a hero to some in the north Hema
community, led to another upsurge of violence, and in reprisal a government minister was taken
hostage. Other events that have set off violence include attempts in Djugu and Irumu by one side or
another  to  take  control  of  Bunia  or  Mongbwalu.   As  stated  by  the  President  of  the  Interim
Assembly,  Petronille  Vaweka,  “Each time a military force  leaves Ituri,  a  vacuum is  created and
violence follows.”9

Recent massacres

Fataki, a town of some 33,000 inhabitants, was pillaged on July 19, July 31 and again on August 5 by
Lendu  combatants  sometimes  allied  with  the  FAPC.  By  August  15th,  during  a  preliminary
assessment, it was discovered that almost the entire population of the town (mainly Hema) had
fled.10 During  the visit,  kept  short  because combatants  were nearby,  ten  bodies  that  were still
unburied were seen as well as two mass graves, with the earth freshly turned. Locals, who had
come to retrieve possessions, said that the graves contained 24 adults and 22 children, and that
there  were  other  graves  and  other  corpses  still  unburied  in  various  quarters.  According  to
inhabitants who had taken refuge in Bule and had collected a list, 198 inhabitants had been taken

8 Interviews Bunia August, 2003 
9 Meeting with President of the Interim Assembly, French and Belgian Defence Ministers to evaluate operation Artemis.
August 1, 2003
10  Due to security reasons the MONUC has not yet been able to make an onsite assessment of the massacres at Fataki.
The figures above may well underestimate the scale of violence.
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TABLE 1: LIST OF MASSACRES OUTSIDE OF BUNIA

A list of the best known massacres since June 8 is given below,
with  very  approximate  death  tolls  of  some  massacres.  The
estimates are from the MONUC human rights section and Radio
Okapi.

June July August

Nioka  50-80
Katoto 
Kasenyi at least 20
Rwankole up to 20

Kasenyi 100
Katoto  
Tchomia 200
Mabanga 30
Drodro and Largu
(twice), 20 at the
hospital plus others
Nizi 20 
Fataki (twice) 
Bule

Nyaga 9
Fataki 

The figures above may well underestimate the scale of violence at
each locality. Independent observers sometimes took several days
to arrive at the scene of these massacres, and were not able to
conduct thorough inquiries. Massacres in the more remote villages
go unreported, as would incidents involving just a few people.  

Most of the victims in the above incidents are believed to have
been Hema, and the assailants mainly ‘combatants’ (the local name
for Lendu/Ngiti dominated militias). 

away as prisoners, stripped naked and
enslaved.11 Several  of  the  outlying
villages were populated by Lendu. AFP
reported  that  more  than  60  people
had probably died in the three attacks.
This  estimate does not  take  account
of the possible fate of the displaced.12

Judging by the way this death toll was
reported, the figures in the above list
may well be underestimates. 

The  raids  on  Drodro  struck  at  the
heartland of  the northern Hema and
the attacks on Fataki have, for perhaps
the  first  time,  resulted  in  the  total
depopulation of a large town in what
they  consider  their  traditional
territory.

These  attacks,  combined  with  the
continued  recruitment  of  soldiers  by
different  militias,  mistrust  between
different  communities,  illegal
occupation  of  land,  non-functioning
state  structures,  as  well  as  arms
supplies from regional countries signal
that violence and massacres are likely
to persist.

PEACE INDICATORS

There are a number of current peace indicators that with internal and external support could
translate into a reduction of violence and a pacification of the region.

Impartial Leaders in Ituri

It would be wrong to suggest that Ituri has been in permanent chaos since mid 1999. Some periods
have been relatively calm, notably from April to December 2000 and from March to November
2000, when the district had relatively impartial rulers. In the first of these periods, the leader of the
rebel RCD-ML (Congolese Rally for Democracy – Movement for Liberation), Ernest Wamba dia
Wamba,  and  his  lieutenants  Mbusa  Nyamwisi  (an  ethnic  Nande)  and  John  Tibasiima  (a  Hema)
recruited forces from both Lendu and Hema, many of them ex-combatants in the tribal clashes,
who  were  trained  under  Ugandan  supervision,  and  during  their  training  remained  in  camps.
Wamba, a native of western Congo, is remembered in Bunia as more even handed than some of
the leaders who followed him, and as tough on military who committed abuses.

The rebel who was appointed by Uganda after a period of violence to pacify the district, Jean Pierre
Bemba, another outsider and now a DRC vice-president, is also favourably remembered as more

11 Interviews in Bule (12 kilometres South of Fataki) with villagers who had fled during the massacres, with detailed lists of
the names of those who had gone missing.   
12 IDPs from Fataki said Jerome’s FAPC led the attack on their town, pillaging but not massacring people, a task that was
left to the other combatants.
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even-handed than his successors.13 He is said to have threatened wrongdoers with a transfer to a
fearsome prison in Equateur. He reduced the tension, in the short term, by sending some 2,000
Hema militia youths to Uganda for training, then redeploying them to Equateur province, a move
that was welcomed in Bunia.

War Fatigue

Fighting has exhausted many Hema and Lendu, who now generally desire to live in peace.  In the
past four years some of the original grievances that started the war may have been satisfied. “It’s
because of the cattle that the war started”, a woman who had been abducted told FEWER.  “Now
that  the  cattle  have  been  driven  away,  or  killed,  the  affair  is  finished.   It’s  the  chiefs  and  the
Ugandans who profited from the cattle.”  The Lendu, who in the past few years lost access to rich
gold mining areas in their traditional territory, have regained access to those areas.  An FNI cadre
said that the issues now were “the future for combatants and the possibility to take part in the
institutions of the transition (government).”

Weakened Fighting Capacity 

Many of the UPC militia have dispersed since May, but could be remobilised. Apart from the full
time  militia,  the  UPC  have  counted  on  many  civilians  to  rally  to  its  ranks  in  times  of  crisis.
However,  the  military  capacity  of  the  UPC is  uncertain.  One  Ugandan  rebel  officer  from  the
People’s Redemption Army fought alongside the UPC in Bunia in May and conveyed doubts about
their fighting abilities.  This same source explained the undisciplined nature of the UPC: ‘It’s not the
commanders who give the orders. In battle, everyone does his own thing.’ 

If disorganisation and a lack of discipline weakened the UPC in May, the arrival of the IEMF in June
crippled their militias.  Since their arrival, the majority of ammunition supply lines from Rwanda for
the UPC have been cut off. Having lost control of the more profitable gold mining areas, and with
commercial routes to Kasenyi and Mahagi barred, the UPC is said to have run out of money.

IEMF presence 

In Bunia, security has improved substantially since the deployment of the IEMF contingent of 1,500,
which arrived to bolster a weak UN force of 700. While in mid-June the UN mission (MONUC)
reported 48 disappearances in a single week, these incidents  have become much less frequent.
People in Bunia seem to agree that security has improved, particularly when the IEMF has intensified
its evening patrols.  

The IEMF is being replaced by MONUC Task Force II that entails 5000 combat and support troops
in total, including one Bangladeshi battalion, three Pakistani battalions and a Nepalese battalion. It is
expected that all should have arrived in Bunia by mid October. The Bangladeshi battalion will have
an equivalent armoured component to the French (31APCs). Seven Indian army helicopters, two
attack helicopters, MI 24 and five troop transporters, MI 17, will also be deployed.  The Task Force
announced in September that it would take six months to deploy fully in Ituri.  It is of concern that
the force will not be French speaking.

Ituri Interim Administration 

The  setting  up  of  an  ethnically  balanced  administration,  the  Ituri  Interim  Administration  (IIA),
selected by notables of each community,  under the auspices of the UN, the DRC government,
Uganda and Angola, should help to restore peace.14 The IIA is made up of a 32 person assembly, 5
member executive, 18 member Commission for Prevention and Verification, 9 member Committee

13 According to one interviewee from Fataki ‘Unlike the other leaders, Bemba travelled a great deal. He took a team with
him from different communities who told the people they must live together in peace’
14 See FEWER. There will be no peace in the DRC, until there is peace in Ituri. April 2003 
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for Consultation with Armed Groups, and a 17 member Human Rights Observation Committee.
Although the Interim Assembly is deeply divided, barely functioning with little resources, and faces
threats and parallel administrations by various armed groups,15 members have shown courage in
their efforts to create a functioning administration. The IIA is the only locally selected governing
body  within  the  East  DRC  and  is  a  key  forum  that  contributes  to  grass-roots  reconciliation
between communities.  

The meeting in Kinshasa of the Committee for Consultation with Armed Groups on August 16th

signalled a step towards the eventual demilitarisation of Bunia, cantonment of militia forces and
demobilisation of the militias.  However, there are still no compliance mechanisms to verify that the
discourse of militia leaders translates into action.  

National Peace Process 

The formation of the Transitional National Government in Kinshasa has been instrumental to the
Congolese peace process, and it supplies a key factor that has been missing in the Ituri equation.
The government could now integrate some militias into the new national army, thus removing the
spoilers of the peace process from the heart of the conflict. In interviews, nearly all militia members
said they would be willing to join the army. ‘If they are told they will be in a national force, that’s
attractive’, said a UPC soldier of his comrades.  Defence Minister Jean Pierre Ondekane informed
people in Bunia on August 1, “The armed forces in Ituri will not be rejected but integrated into the
national army.” He also told militia commanders that “from now on, you are either with us, or you
will find yourselves against us.”

Amnesty 

At the national level in the DRC, important decisions have been taken as part of a transitional
justice  strategy.  Immediately  after  being  sworn in  as  head  of  the  new transitional  government,
President Kabila announced an amnesty for ‘acts of war, political crimes, and crimes of conscience
(crimes  d’opinion politique)’.  On  August  29th,  the  Transitional  Parliament  established  a Truth  and
Reconciliation Commission to be headed by Reverend Jean Luc Kuye Ndondo.

In July 2003, the international criminal court decided that Ituri will be its first DRC related case.
The  court  will  be launching  investigations  into  war crimes  and crimes  against  humanity  in  the
conflict stricken region. 

Returnees to Bunia

The flow of returnees to Bunia is only slightly reassuring.  According to MSF figures, two-thirds of
the population left the town in May. The town’s pre-May population is given as 200,000, presumably
including  outlying villages.  At  the beginning of  August,  the  UN Office  for  the Co-ordination  of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) estimated that the population was at half its pre-May level. In the last
six weeks,  OCHA reports 10,000 more people have entered the town than have left it.  Some
inhabitants of  the IDP camps, included in the town’s population,  and others who have entered
Bunia, have fled fighting elsewhere.

15 Reference from meeting with IIA member after visit to Aru 
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STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

Local Stakeholders

Ituri Interim Administration

‘The Interim Administration of Ituri is the only legal and recognised cadre permitting dialogue, an
end to violence and reconciliation, and is the only entity which has the unreserved support of the
Security  Council,  the  international  community  and  the  transition  government  (Special
Representative of the UN Secretary General, Ambassador Swing). 

Despite its recognition as a legitimate governing body, the IIA is suffering from extremely poor
working  conditions,  internal  divisions  and  continued  difficulties  in  functioning  with  no effective
control over different militia leaders.  Without an armed body to enforce its policing efforts, the IIA
remains vulnerable to armed militias who use arms to undermine its effectiveness. 

Members of the IIA Commission on Prevention and Verification stated that their main contribution
to peace would be as envoys to their communities, transmitting peace and reconciliation messages,
and providing feedback.  For the moment, the organs of the Interim Administration still have little
resources or authority to effectively administer the territory.  There is certainly a need for more
study of how the IIA could proceed, as this could be a useful experiment for the whole country
despite the fact that it may not have long to run. 

Militia Groups 

The four main militia movements (FNI/FRPI, UPC, FAPC and PUSIC) reached a consensus in the IIA
Committee of Armed Groups on August 16-17 when they agreed on a communiqué accepting the
principle of the deployment of units of the national police and fighting troops of the restructured
and integrated national army in Ituri. Each militia group expressed a willingness to have their forces
reintegrated into  the national  army.  They  have all  identified  the  difficulties  they  will  have with
cantonment, a task that  involves concentrating their forces.  Concentrating forces increases the
difficulties involved in feeding troops.16

UPC

Although UPC leader Thomas Lubanga claims his movement is not ethnically based, the UPC is
supported mainly by the northern Hema (Gegere) community, which may number up to 250,000.17

Lubanga has persisted in refusing to cooperate with the IIA, but appears to be trying to appease the
government.  In August, he said he had no personal demands to make of the government and no
preconditions for DDR.  At his meeting with President Kabila in August, however, he reportedly
asked for a ministry. 

The northern Hema have been victims in most of the recent massacres, and are regarded by other
communities as opposed to national unity.  At a demonstration organised by the UPC in August to
greet  ministers  from  Kinshasa,  demonstrators  carried  several  placards  condemning  the  IIA,
welcoming the transitional government, and calling upon the new ministers to take charge of the
situation in Ituri. Minister Ondekane was given a tumultuous reception, but there was respectable
applause for Ministers Mbemba and Ghonda as well. Organisers of the crowd tried to hush the few
hecklers who booed when President Kabila was mentioned.   

The question of why the UPC has not protected the outlying villages against attacks on Hema and
Bira villages continues to be a subject of controversy.  The UPC position is that their acceptance of

16 Given the loose command and control structure and difficulties in communication, it will be imperative for different
areas to be visited, if militias are to be re-grouped, demilitarised and reintegrated into civilian or military capacities. 
17 It should be noted that the former political counselor of Lubanga, Ondini, is of the Alur community. Ondini has now
been appointed as a deputy of the transitional parliament on the lists of the RCD.  
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cantonment precludes their need to deploy to protect villages.  It is likely that their deteriorating
military capacity is also a contributing factor. 

The  UPC could  be  saved  by  a  shift  in  alliances,  but  Lubanga  has  consistently  fallen  out  with
collaborators  such  as  Chef  Kawa,  Commandant  Jerome  (of  FAPC)  and  above  all,  President
Museveni. Rumours are rife that the UPC is breaking up. Several of the high-ranking UPC officers
are Rwandans, who may now be awaiting orders from Kigali. Some of its leaders who are directly
implicated in human rights violations have disappeared from public view, perhaps to avoid arrest.
The UPC is highly concerned about continued bouts of ethnic cleansing and what they refer to as
“an impending genocide.”18 

There  are  clear  signs  that  the  UPC  and  the  northern  Hema  community  are  ready  to  make
concessions. Belatedly they may have realised that attempts by one community to dominate Bunia
are liable to end in disaster. Some of their rivals are also sounding conciliatory, but the anti-UPC
forces are not a solid front. Unless MONUC can deploy rapidly there is still a grave risk of further
pillage and massacres. 

FRPI/FNI

FNI/FRPI seems to be a loose alliance of Lendu and Ngiti warriors, split into three sectors, north,
south  and  centre.  The  Nationalist  and  Integrationist  Front  (FNI)  is  the  civilian  wing  of  the
movement.  The FRPI numbers 14,800 according to one of its leaders, Germain Katanga.19 They
could not say how many were armed with firearms. On a visit to a FRPI base at Zumbe, where
typed lists of combatants and their weapons were shown, it appeared that only about one third of
combatants listed had firearms, and most combatants listed were not present. 

The FNI claim that many of the combatants are not Lendu, though only seven are Hema, one cadre
said. The FRPI commander in the south appears to be Germain Katanga, and overall commander
may be Matthieu Ngudjolo. It is said that Ngudjolo is rich, as his forces are in the main gold mining
areas. Their future demands may not be exorbitant. Ndjabu Ngabu, president of the FNI, said the
FNI had calculated it would cost $350,000 to canton their men for a month.

Individual  FRPI  commanders  appear  to  have  considerable  autonomy.  These  commanders  are
questionable figures, but in their own areas they may well have more authority than Ngudjolo or
Germain. They seem to have considerable control at their bases. The woman interviewee who was
abducted and lived at Kobu and Lipri, two FRPI bases, said all expeditions from each base had to be
authorised by the base commander. In a survey of 26 CPV members of the IIA, all except three
believed that recent massacres had not been the work of ‘uncontrolled elements’. 

It seems that Germain is finding it hard to supply his combatants. In an interview on August 25 he
said that he would be willing to send some of his combatants to work on repairing the roads, under
the supervision of an international NGO.  Asked if they would be disarmed, he said yes. When
asked who would disarm them, the FNI party secretary, Raymond Tseni, answered on Germain’s
behalf.  He said they would be disarmed by MONUC. IIA members doubted whether MONUC
would be able to disarm Germain’s combatants at this stage. Germain has said that he wishes to be
an officer in the national army.

FAPC

The Popular Armed Forces for the Congo (FAPC) is the most heterogeneous of the militias and is
led by Jerome Kakwavu Bukande,  an ethnic Tutsi  from north Kivu,  who split  with the UPC in
February. He appears to have incorporated the Alur Popular Front for Democracy in the Congo
(FPDC) militia into his movement. The FAPC mainly consisted of Alur and soldiers from smaller
tribes, such as the Lugbara and Kakwa, who were once in the RCD-ML or Congolese People’s

18 Interviews UPC cadres Bunia August 2003. 
19  IIA Committee for Consultation with Armed Groups meeting, Kinshasa August 16-17, 2003.
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Army (APC) but were left without a leader when these movements lost control of Ituri.  FAPC
reportedly is better disciplined and better armed than the other militias in Ituri. Members of the IIA
say that Jerome’s forces are levying exactions but are not massacring people.  They control the
highly profitable customs posts of Aru and Mahagi, sharing the proceeds with their sponsors, who
include  Alur  businessmen  on  both  sides  of  the  border  and  influential  Ugandans.  Jerome  has
repeatedly said that he wants a post as general in the national army, but the government may not
be able to give him a post as lucrative as the one he currently occupies.

FAPC and some elements of the FRPI have an alliance. FAPC and FRPI jointly occupy the gold mines
at Mongbwalu and the FRPI has a small presence at Mahagi, one of Jerome’s bases.

PUSIC 

One other militia  group,  PUSIC (Party  for the Unity  and Safeguard of  the Integrity  of  Congo)
appears to be in a waiting position.  PUSIC was formed by a traditional chief of the South Hema,
Chef Kawa Mandro, who broke away from the UPC in late 2002. The south Hema are believed to
number 100-200,000.  A PUSIC general,  Charlie  Nduru,  said  they had more than 5,000 troops,
although others say they have only 2,000. The UPC’s only supplies of ammunition may be coming
through PUSIC-held territory. There are currently efforts in Uganda to create an alliance with the
South Hema militia of PUSIC and the Lendu combatants of FRPI.  

Kawa has maintained good relations with Museveni and could be supported to emerge as a “peace
broker,” a role the Ugandans seem to have envisaged for him when they sponsored the formation
of a joint Hema-Lendu force in Bunia earlier this year. Kawa is reported to have 700 Lendu families
living under his protection.  

National Stakeholders

Transitional National Government 

Government representatives at a meeting of the IIA Committee of Armed Groups confirmed that
the government’s engagement in Ituri would be progressive and would be implemented through the
IIA. President Kabila has said that the task of cantoning militias is for MONUC to handle. An army
general  said  the  government  could  enrol  ‘two  battalions’  of  Ituri  militias  as  fighters.  This
demonstrates that the army’s willingness to absorb militias will be limited.

Members  of  the  new government  such as former RCD-ML leaders  Mbusa  Nyamwisi  and John
Tibasima have become more vulnerable since joining the transitional government.  With impending
elections and the possibility of elevating their role in a national government, they have far more to
lose  by  tarnishing  their  images  through  a  continued  precipitation  of  violence  in  Ituri.  The
International Criminal Court’s decision to focus its first proceedings on Ituri has also helped deter
various  government  officials  from  continuing  to  support  different  militia  leaders  in  Ituri.20

Furthermore,  their  relocation  to  Kinshasa  and  their  participation  in  the  new  transitional
government  has cast them into the  national  spotlight  and they will  therefore,  have a  far more
difficult time committing crimes with impunity.

MONUC sources say the government minister with primary responsibility for Ituri is Theophile
Mbemba, interior minister.  Mbemba was in Kabila’s government before the formation of the TNG,
and had a good reputation with ordinary people in Kinshasa. As head of the police he will have
responsibility for their deployment to Ituri, which he has confirmed will go ahead. It is unlikely that
the government will devote many resources to Ituri if they think that MONUC can recover it for
them. 

20 At a  press conference on 16th July 2003, ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo announced that the ICC was not yet
opening a formal investigation into DR Congo, but "decided to follow closely the situation in Congo and especially in
Ituri."
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It is reported that the national police to be sent to Ituri could be the Police d’Intervention Rapide
(PIR),  a paramilitary riot police trained in Angola which has succeeded in keeping order in the
government-controlled half of the country. One drawback with the PIR is that they are not used to
day-to-day policing.  

The government  still  needs  to prove its  impartiality  in Ituri.  In  the  past  it  is  believed to  have
supplied arms to the Lendu, via Beni, a town to the south of Bunia controlled by Mbusa Nyamwisi.
As recently as May 17, it is reported, a shipment of arms was flown from Kinshasa to Beni, and then
on to Gety,  in Irumu. But since then Lendu combatants have complained that  supplies are low
because the flights to Gety have ceased.  This may have been an effect of surveillance. 
  

International Stakeholders

IEMF and MONUC

The French led multi-national force, due to leave in September, has already started disengaging and
had only 700 men operational as of August 21. Its mandate is to secure the airport and IDP camps
in Bunia and contribute to the stabilisation of security conditions in the town, which it has fulfilled
(as of August 21). The IEMF demonstrated the potential for more robust interventions at Nizi and
Miyala. It dislodged the UPC from its camp in Miyala and captured a quantity of material, without
loss to its own troops. The UPC is believed to have suffered a few casualties in this operation. 

French mirage patrols of Ituri airspace have deterred supplies of weapons by air to the UPC and
probably to other militias. The main effect of these patrols has been to reduce the influence of
Rwanda in the conflict,  thereby weakening the UPC. It is unclear whether these air patrols will
continue.

The  IEMF  is  being  replaced  by  MONUC Task Force  II,  which  will  consist  of  one  Bangladeshi
battalion (already in Bunia), three Pakistani battalions and a Nepalese battalion, totalling 5,000 men
under Security Council Resolution 1493. It is expected that all should have arrived in Bunia by mid-
October.  The Bangladeshis have an equivalent armoured component to the French, (31 APCs).
Seven Indian army helicopters will also be deployed, (two attack helicopters - MI 24, and five troop
transporters - MI 17). Sources within MONUC predict that permanent deployment outside Bunia is
unlikely to begin before November. 

The views of military analysts differ as to the adequacy of the UN force.21 UN sources comment
that the Ugandan army (UPDF) had 8,000 soldiers in Ituri at 93 locations and were still unable to
prevent  massacres.  It  is  questionable  whether  Uganda had  that  many  in  Ituri  for  an  extended
period, and whether or not they had other priorities besides protecting the local population, such
as controlling exports of natural resources. By mid-2002, the Ugandan army claimed it only had
three battalions in Ituri, and the upsurge in violence since September 2002 followed the withdrawal
of most remaining UPDF troops. But the Ugandans used reprisal tactics, which will not be an option
for MONUC. On future strategy, a MONUC source commented: 

‘Our goal is not to chase every dog in the neighbourhood. The responsibility is to intervene at
confirmed incidents. The idea is to receive reports from patrols and military information. The force
will intervene based on verified reports.’ This suggests that widespread deployment of troops will
be necessary for MONUC to intercept raids on civilians.

Rwanda and Uganda

The cynical manoeuvres pursued by Ugandan generals in the DRC may not have had the President’s
blessing but he appeared unable to stop them, particularly when his own brother Salim Saleh was a

21 Analyst Henri Boshoff at the Institute for Security Studies in Pretoria considered that four battalions could achieve a
great deal.
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culprit.22 Ugandan military and businessmen will continue to sell arms to the Congolese and the
Ugandan government cannot be counted upon to stop them. Until the Congo has an effective army,
the main pressure on Uganda to restrain itself is its dependence on foreign aid. But given Uganda’s
troop withdrawal from the DRC donors will be reluctant to punish the regime for failing to prevent
its  generals  from  helping  themselves  to  Congo’s  resources,  especially  when  they  have  willing
partners in the DRC.

Rwanda’s reasons for allying with the UPC are unclear.  It seems likely that the Rwandan Tutsis
have a genuine fellow feeling for the Hema, to whom they are distantly related, and regard them as
potential future allies both in the DRC and Uganda. The Rwandan regime’s support for the UPC
can be seen as a bid to increase the Rwandan sphere of influence.

SCENARIOS

Timeframe: 12 months (September 2003 – September 2004)

Worst Case Scenario (less likely)

The extreme worst case in Ituri would be genocide. Genocidal violence has already happened, but
no side is so weak that it cannot fight back. This scenario is possible, as local massacres could well
continue unless MONUC has a widespread deployment (allowing confirmed intelligence),  which
would mean putting its troops at risk. Experts say that a platoon in a dug in position can hold off
five times its strength, (i.e. 150 people).  It will be a critical question as to where MONUC can
deploy detachments at platoon strength.

A re-invasion  by  Ugandan and/or  Rwandan  forces,  is  possible,  though this  seems unlikely.  The
Rwandan and Ugandan governments have both been under substantial US and European pressure
to effectively  disengage from the DRC.  Museveni  is  unlikely  to launch another  invasion in such
circumstances, which are very different compared to those of the invasion of 1998, when world
opinion was generally anti-Kabila.

Middle Case Scenario (most likely)

The middle case scenario sees continued violence, but a gradual winding down of conflict, which
could  be  accelerated  by  rapid  provision  of  sustainable  alternative  livelihoods  for  former  militia
members, and by resources to jumpstart economic recovery.  The government would prepare to
move slowly in reassuming control.  Government strategy may be to stand aside and let MONUC
do the hard work and spend the  money  required  to  recuperate  this  valuable district,  thereby
avoiding the blame if things go wrong. 

Dubious operators in the government are focused on other areas (where they have interests they
need to protect), and the Interior Minister Theophile Mbemba, who had a positive reputation with
ordinary people in Kinshasa when he was mayor, will  have a reasonably free hand to pursue a
sensible policy of close collaboration with MONUC. As head of the police he will be the main
implementing agent of government policy. 

Best Case Scenario (less likely)

The best case scenario would be a rapid re-establishment of peace, and an end to disorder and
exactions inflicted on the population by various armed groups. The militia leaders would be co-

22 President Museveni’s regime is deeply fissured. ‘President to Build Own Army’ was a headline in the Ugandan ‘Monitor’
on August 23.  He intends to recruit a presidential guard of 4,000 men, an ominous sign that he no longer trusts the
regular army.
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opted into the process, to avoid spoiling tactics and the break-up of militias into bandit groups.
Peace may  be  rapidly  restored  in  most  areas,  but  persuading  communities  to  live together  or
militias to give up their arms will take longer.  As long as a rationale exists for the existence of arms
caches, communities will remain vulnerable.  At the moment some communities probably regard
living apart and keeping their arms as confidence building measures. 

RESPONSE STRATEGIES 

 
The  international  community  should  seize  the  window  of  opportunity  created  by  recent
improvements in the situation in Ituri. Based on the analysis and envisaged scenarios above, the
following response strategies are encouraged: 

Support for the IIA

The government has accepted that, in the short term, the Ituri Interim Administration has a role to
play in the peace process. However,  the Administration has no direct  civilian control  over the
various  militias,  which  could  lead  to  the  disintegration  of  the  body,  thereby  squandering  an
important chance for peace. 

The  international  community  can  assist  the  IIA  by  helping  its  members  visit  their  respective
communities,  and  by  empowering  them  to  bring  rapid  impact  projects  aimed  at  bringing
communities together.  MONUC is already planning to facilitate such visits by members of the IIA
Committee of Armed Groups. It is imperative that the international community continues to help
enable  civilian  members  of  the  IIA  to  transmit  their  messages  and  relay  feedback  from  their
respective communities.

If the IIA is going to administer territory outside of the capital of Bunia it needs to be given the
means and direction  to support  government  agents  inside the district accompanied  by financial
management controls at all levels.  The administration in Congo has been virtually self-supporting at
every level since the 1970s, with few funds filtering down from the central government to province
and district and still less to collectivity and locality. Unless the IIA is able to pay government agents
at territorial centres, agents will likely abandon any official duties and, in so far as they still exist, will
presumably work for militias.  Such practice is common in Bunia, and is the norm in the areas of
Mongwallu  and Aru.  It  is  the  responsibility  of  the  international  community  to  ensure that  the
administration is given the resources to gradually impose its administrative authority throughout
the district. 

Encouraging Collaboration between Communities

Creating opportunities for rival communities to collaborate on projects will serve to reinforce the
peace  process.  During  their  visits  to  the  communities,  the  IIA  members  should  be  able  to
demonstrate that peace will bring rapid benefits to communities, particularly those that support the
peace process  and  disarmament.  Projects  that  involve  collaboration  between  rival  communities
should  receive  priority,  provided  they  are  also projects  that  communities  want.   Communities
whose citizens were forced to flee into the forests, or to militia strongholds, are highly susceptible
to extremist  thinking.   Persuading  them to rebuild destroyed  villages will  be easier  if  they are
offered meaningful, concrete incentives.  NGOs can contribute to this process of reconciliation by
supporting projects that can bring once unified communities back together.
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Addressing Property Rights

Because land was one of the root causes of conflict, the issue of property rights needs to be solved
in order for many militia groups to lay down their arms.  The IIA’s Commission on Prevention and
Verification should investigate land and property seizures to see if compromises are possible.  But
final settlement of these issues will only be possible once peace is re-established, and can only be
achieved by negotiation between communities. A fundamental review of land acquisition procedures
is necessary and could begin with detailed  studies and analyses of  property  rights by local  and
international actors to orientate appropriate responses.

Effective DDR

The international  community  needs to work fast  to foster alternatives to military life.  Without
prompt  and  timely  action,  the  government  may  face  a  mass  of  unassimilated  militiamen  in
cantonments.   Without  the  means  or  the  will  to  rapidly  enrol  these  militiamen  in  meaningful
activities that provide some form of sustainable livelihood, the lack of viable alternatives will have
dangerous  potential.  Peacekeepers  must  map  out  operational  steps  for  the  cantonment,
demilitarisation, and reintegration of different armed forces.

Donors and NGOs could start projects aimed at militia members, or ex-members, as well as the
host communities. The most suitable projects in the short term would be road repairs. Repairing
roads has a rapid impact on local economies and will make transport of relief goods possible. Such
projects could ‘fix’ large numbers of people in known locations and could start by offering work
exclusively to militia members who handed in weapons.

It has also been suggested to include militia members still having their weapons on the basis of the
understanding  that  they  would  hand in  their  arms  later.  This  would  represent  a  more  flexible
approach to DDR (in the form of phased disarmament) tailored to the realities on the ground.  At
the same time,  this innovative yet controversial  approach would require an in depth study and
extensive consultation of the different stakeholders involved.

Establishment of Law Enforcement Mechanisms

The legal system in Ituri has effectively collapsed and there is an urgent need for functioning prisons,
magistrates and police. MONUC can help to create an effective policing system by mounting mixed
patrols with the Congolese police.  This will establish a relationship between local and international
law enforcement, while at the same time provide training by example to the Congolese police.  In
due course the same approach could be applied outside Bunia, with MONUC troops working with
units of the Congolese police or army.

Security within Bunia has greatly improved, but the town, and the mechanism by which the IIA
would oversee the police in collaboration with MONUC, has yet to be worked out. Without such
a mechanism in place, MONUC’s burden of providing local law enforcement will wear down the
mission’s resources and could debunk its efforts.  Peacekeepers must work with the IIA to establish
local  security  networks.  These  security  networks  can  be  used  to  centralise  much  needed
information about hot spots, and alert MONUC of places to intervene within the town of Bunia
and the rest of the district of Ituri. Such information sharing between those invested in the peace
process will greatly aid efforts to secure Ituri.

Exploring Local Solutions for Peace

Key government workers in the field of local reconciliation will be the agronomists attached to
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each collectivity, who are a repository of local knowledge, and are regarded by villagers as future
arbitrators of disputes. NGOs and agencies focusing on reconciliation should consult closely with
members  of  the  IIA  with  a  detailed  knowledge  of  the  rural  economy,  to  work  out  how the
government’s rural workers could best assist peace and confidence building. 

Tighter Border Controls

Economic exploitation of Ituri  has been rife,  in large part because of porous borders that  have
allowed individuals from Rwanda and Uganda to enter at ease.  Furthermore, porous borders have
facilitated more efficient transport of arms into the region. MONUC’s top priorities should be to
impose border controls  to reduce the flow of  arms,  particularly  on the few known roads and
delivery sites along Lake Albert, and to reduce the influence of Rwanda and Uganda in the region.
Both  Rwanda  and  Uganda  desire  a  secure  border  area,  and  while  mineral  exploitation  is  a
contributing factor for their involvement, a visible stabilisation of the border areas will remove their
usual justification for extending  influence into Ituri.  Aerial  surveillance, in  particular,  can reduce
Rwanda’s  potential  influence.  The  international  community  should  consider  following  border
controls with strong diplomatic action against the Ugandan government and any military bodies that
support warlords in Ituri. 

Sufficient MONUC Presence

Peace-building and confidence-building are priorities in Ituri, and the international community alone
has the power and influence to ensure that those invested in the peace process are fully equipped
and  prepared  to  undertake  the  complex  task  of  restoring  order  to  Ituri.   The  international
community can move the process forward by recognising that more peacekeepers are, currently,
the best guarantee for peace. This is not to say that 5,000 well-equipped men could not achieve a
great deal. But in terms of men per square kilometre, they are fewer than the UN force that was
deployed in Sierra Leone, where the UN troops knew, broadly, which side they were on, and had
government, regional and British forces to assist them.  Furthermore, there is a serious language
gap between peacekeepers in the region and locals.   This  language gap prevents  much needed
communication, facilitation of programmes pertinent to the peace process and cooperation with
the local population.  The UN should bring in multi-lingual personnel to serve as liaison officers to
better coordinate activities of both Congolese and MONUC troops.
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APPENDIX : SURVEY FOR ITURI INTERIM ADMINISTRATION

The questions and responses in a survey conducted with 26 members of the CPV, Commission on
Prevention and Verification, part of the IIA, on August 16, are given below. The poll was conducted
with each member individually. The percentages given are approximate. Three people interviewed
were from the Hema community, their normal representation on this committee. 

1. Do you think the militias should be incorporated into the national army?  
All except one said yes, although several said there should be criteria, such as aptitude and
prior training, for choosing whom to enrol.  

2. What should be the age limit for these recruits? 
Everyone said over 18, except two who said over 15.

3. Should those enrolled a) remain in Ituri or b) be sent outside of the district, or c) some remain and
some be sent out? 
60% opted for c, 35% opted for b and the rest for a. 

4. Should militiamen with only traditional weapons also be enrolled? 
About 50% said yes.

5. Do you want the government of national transition to send police to Ituri? 
All said yes except one person from the north Hema community.

6. Do you want the government of national transition to send troops to Ituri? 
(It was specified that this would be an integrated force from the different ‘composantes’ in the
new government). Only one respondent, a northern Hema, said no, but it was not the same
Hema who said no to the police. 

7. Do you think the national courts or the International Criminal Court should start to indict those accused
of war crimes before militias have been integrated in the national army? 
35% said yes, 65% said no.

8. How do you think that restitution should be made to people who have lost their property during the
war? Through the courts or by negotiation between neighbours and communities? 
65% said by negotiation, 20% said through the courts and 15% said both.

9. Do you think the MONUC should conduct sweep searches for weapons in Bunia? 
All except three said yes. However, the view of a French officer on this question was that it
might be premature. The Hema members said no. Most other communities tend to be anti-
Hema.

Virtually  all  members  said  they  would  be  prepared  to  visit  their  own communities  and  other
communities where they might not be welcome in the company of members of those communities,
in order to help reconciliation. However all members said they would need MONUC protection to
visit communities where they might not be welcome. When asked how the IIA could best help
MONUC  with  keeping  order  in  Bunia,  most  CPV members  responded  that  it  should  provide
information. 

Other questions in the opinion poll concerned the workings of the IIA. There was a wide variety of
views as to how the IIA should best collaborate with the NGO community, with two members
thinking the collaborative institution  should in the first instance be the IIA Executive,  but most
members thinking it should be one of the commissions or the assembly. The terms of reference of
 the IIA seem to suggest that it was intended the Executive should fill this role.
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